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                GT OIL at «Golden key. Car service's choice» awards

                On the independent vote, our oils surpass the famous competitors
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                New promotion in specialized auto parts stores

                Our present - gloves and 10 liters of fuel
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                New line of products - antiseptics

                Disinfection for virus prevention (including COVID-19)
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                Automotive lubricants from South Korea

                GT OIL made on Hanval Inc. factory - one of the biggest in South Korea
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                Choose oil by car brand

                Check which GT OIL are suitable for your car

                Check!
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                GT OIL - oils of winners!

                Our drift team on Drift Expo exhibition
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                    About our company

                    
                        
                        Korean quality at competitive prices

These very basic priorities were faced by the specialists of South Korean plant Hanval Inc. – the leader of the petrochemical industry in South Korea. Therefore, while manufacturing GT OIL, there are used only the best base oils (VHVI Base).

                            click for more details
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                                We are a manufacturer
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                                Premium quality

                                at acceptable prices
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                            Cans made of metal protected
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                            Compliance with the tolerances

                            of vehicle manufacturers
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from the factory
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                            Base oil, group 3 with 

                            viscosity index not less than 120
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                        our partners
 
                        Hanval Inc included in Korea Houghton company group, which partners are the largest enterprises in South Korea and Russia: Samsung, Hyundai Motor, Hyundai Heavy Industries, POSCO, Rosneft, Gubkin Engineering.
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        GT OIL на TransRussia 2024

        GT OIL совместно с одним из старейших своих партнеров, компанией Инфорком принимает участие…
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        Новая линейка масел GT OIL для автосервисов

        GT OIL выпускает новую профессиональную линейку автомобильных масел для применения на станциях…
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